Expanding Business: Special Edition 2016
Newsletter

Big Changes!
AIMS is taking the ball and running with
it even farther than before. Past newsletters
have mentioned with pride that we have hired
on several new employees with jobs ranging
from sales to toolmakers. Now, AIMS is taking
expanding to another level. Plus, we will be
hosting our own big event.

More New Employees
Starting last December, Roger Watkins,
now our second toolmaker, comes to us with
many years of experience in various industries
and will be making parts for our Revolution® HB
Shop Floor CMM. Our OEM side of the business
wouldn’t be possible without him!
In January, we had two new hires start.
Robert Miller gives AIMS another very high level
programmer. With his experience in the
aerospace industry, as well as his work in
machine interfaces and visual basic, he is a
valuable asset to the AIMS team and we’re
proud to have him.

Barb McCoy, our last hire so far, is our
new inventory manager. She will be
responsible for maintaining inventory to ensure
that we have the components we need and
have them on time for the construction of LM
and HB CMM’s to order. She will also be
purchasing parts for the CMM’s and will provide
support for the shop and service groups to
allow us to deliver our CMM’s in a timely
manner. AIMS is grateful to have her, since she
will be the glue that keeps multiple facets of the
company together and working in order.

Major Renovations and Updates

Since the beginning of January, AIMS
has set in motion its plans for a major
remodeling of the warehouse portion of our
20,000 square foot building.

Currently underway, construction of
four new office spaces, an applications office,
an inventory room, a new bathroom, and two
extra office rooms are what all the noise is
about.

office as well as a room adjacent to it to stock
with Revolution® HB and LM inventory. The
new communal office for our applications
engineers will be a much needed step up from
their current office arrangements – they will
now have a proper office to do their work in.
Lastly, the new bathroom will be a necessity
with all the new employees AIMS have hired on
recently, plus, with this addition, our old shop
bathroom will now serve as a nice handicapped
bathroom.

AIMS will be hosting its first ever
Advancing Quality in Manufacturing event at
our facility! Join us May 10th – 12th, 2016 at
AIMS facility in Miamisburg, Ohio to see the
future of the metrology industry. With our new
Revolution® HB Shop Floor and Revolution® LM
Lab Grade CMM, built here at AIMS, we will be
demonstrating how you can inspect parts with a
quality CMM at unprecedented levels of
throughput – making parts has never been
faster and more accurate! Also included in the
demonstration will be our new software driver.
Renewal® software for old systems, gives new
life to older and outdated CMM’s by providing a
virtual link between the CMM and Renishaw’s
Modus™ software, to which the old CMM will
perform even more efficiently than new.
So far, the event will also feature
keynote speakers and tours of AIMS’ new and
improved facility. Lunch will also be provided.

To be closer to and better support the
areas they manage, our applications manager
and service manager will be given respectively
two of the new offices. Our new inventory
manager will also have her own

If you are interested, or have any
questions, comments, or concerns, call AIMS
facility at (937) 320-4930, or send an email to
grockwell@aimsmetrology.com.

